Introduction
There are two divergent views on the proper analysis of Q(uantifier)-float. On one hand, the adverbial position of floated quantifiers (FQs) indicates that they are verbal adjuncts (Dowty and Brodie 1984 , Bobaljik 1995 , Doetjes 2007 , Nakanishi 2007 . On the other hand, locality restrictions on Q-float support the idea that it involves movement (Belletti 1982 , Kayne 1984 , Sportiche 1988 , Miyagawa 1989 , Miyagawa and Arikawa 2007 .
Q-float in Thai is no exception. Adverbs occur at the right edge of the VP, and this is where we find FQs in Thai as well, as (1b) shows.
(1) a. nák.rian student thúk-khon every-clf 
thúk-khon every-clf
Quantifier Raising (QR) has been independently claimed to possess similar properties as Q-float. First, recent analyses of QR have been argued to target a position between VP and TP, often analyzed as an adjunct (Hornstein 1995 , Beghelli and Stowell 1997 , Johnson and Tomioka 1997 , Fox and Nissenbaum 1999 , Fox 2000 . Second, QR is subject to locality constraints, applying within a CP or DP (May 1985 , Reinhart 1997 . I argue below that Q-float and QR share these properties because Thai Q-float is overt QR (Jenks 2011 ). I will show that Q-float from both subjects and objects in Thai targets a position adjoined to vP, where it is interpreted. I propose that Q-float involves movement of the entire DP, and that it is only the pronunciation of these elements which is discontinuous. Unlike in the analysis of Jenks (2011) , however, I will argue that Q-float is driven by focus on the floated quantifier, following Simpson (2011) . This is unsurprising, as other rightward movement phenomena such as heavy-NP shift and subject inversion are associated with focus on the rightward element. Section 2 outlines the basic properties of Q-float in Thai, including its effect on quantifier scope. Section 3 introduces the QR-based analysis of Q-float. Section 4 introduces the role of focus, and section 5 sketches how the focus facts can be integrated with the QR-based analysis of Q-float.
2.
Properties of Quantifier Float in Thai In this section I summarize three properties of Q-float in Thai, which will form the basis for my analysis. These properties are: 1) Q-float is general, meaning it is able to apply to any quantifier, 2) Q-float is sensitive to locality restrictions, reminiscent of movement phenomena 3) Q-float affects the scope of quantifiers relative to negation. The role of focus is discussed later, in section 4.
2.1.
Locality Restrictions on Quantifier Float Q-float in Thai is quite free, as FQs can be associated with subjects (19b), direct objects (5), and indirect objects (6) (Wongbiasaj 1980 Regardless of the position of its nominal host, Thai FQs appear in a position on the right edge of the clause, basically the same position where adverbs appear. As was discussed in the introduction, however, there are clear locality restrictions on Q-float. Thus, quantifiers cannot float from genitives (7), noun complements (8): All of the quantificational elements above must occur with a classifier, but at least one quantifier which does not require a classifier also floats, the universal quantifier tháN-mòt: This fact precludes the possibility that the ability for quantifiers to float in Thai is dependent on the presence of the classifier.
While nearly all of these quantifiers can float in Thai, the distributive operator tÈEláP-khon 'each' cannot float: (14) There is reason to believe that neither of these elements are true quantifiers. The more obvious case is sùan-mâak 'majority,' literally 'part-a.lot.' English most is ambiguous between a majority reading and and relative reading, only the latter of which has quantificational semantics. Thai sùan-mâak lacks the relative reading (Boškovic and Gajewski to appear).
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The other unfloatable element is tÈE-láP-khon 'each,' literally 'but-per.' As the semantic components of this morpheme are associated with disjunction and distribution, I propose that tÈE-láP-khon is a distributive operator rather than a quantifier, leaving the details of this proposal for further work.
With these two cases put tentatively aside, I conclude that every element with clearly quantificational semantics can float in Thai. This means that whatever Thai Q-float is, it should be a process that applies to quantifiers generally.
2.3.
The Effect of Quantifier Float on Scope Q-float in Thai has a clear effect on quantifier scope relative to negation: 2 (16) a. Q-float lowers the scope of subject quantifiers relative to negation.
b. Q-float raises the scope of object quantifiers relative to negation.
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According to Boškovic and Gajewski (to appear) , this is a property of languages which lack overt articles, which is true of Thai.
Evidence for the lowering effects of Q-float on subject quantifier comes from the indefinite quantifier sák, which is unavailable in subject position in Thai (17a), a fact which is related to the definiteness of Thai subjects (Ekniyom 1982) . Below negation, this quantifier must have an NPI interpretation (17b):
(17) a. * nák-riian student
'Not even one student has eaten.' (Intended) b.
Paacaan teacher yaN still mâj neg
'Teachers haven't hit even one student'
Yet sák can occur as a subject-hosted FQ, saving (17a) and resulting in an NPI interpretation for the quantifier:
] sák-khon even.one-clf 'Not even one student has eaten.'
Quantifier scope data point to the same conclusion. While subject Qs must scope above negation (19a), subject-hosted FQs can scope below negation (19b):
Q-float shows the opposite effect on object quantifiers. While quantifiers in object position must scope below negation (20a), object FQs can scope above negation (20b):
thúk-khon every-clf 'Joe didn't meet all of the students yesterday'
The scopal effects of Q-float from subject and object position relative to negation is summarized below:
While the examples related to scope above are illustrated for universal quantifiers, these facts seem to be quite general, holding for both strong and weak quantifiers. One pressing question is how to account for the scopal ambiguity of FQs relative to negation, the answer to which will reveal the structural position of the FQ. Assuming semantic scope is dependent on syntactic c-command (Reinhart 1983) , there are two possibilities. First, the FQ might be attaching at two different positions, either above or below an invariant position for negation. Second, negation might be occurring in two positions, above or below the attachment site for FQs.
The position of negation is variable in Thai, lending plausibility to the second approach. First, Visonyangoon also argues that negation is a verbal specifier, as it does not license ellipsis, unlike other verbal heads (p. 132): (22) In light of these facts, I take the variable scope of FQs in (19b) and (20b) to correspond to two positions for negation. Clausal negation is marked in the (inner) specifier of TP, while constituent negation of VP is marked in the specifier of VP. Assuming the FQ to be right-adjoined to an intermediate vP, the two scopal possibilities of these examples are predicted:
This analysis makes several desirable predictions. The higher position of negation can be disambiguated in negative past tense forms. In this case, negation scopes above FQs: (26) a. nákrian student thúk-khon every-clf
Example (26a) shows a subject quantifier in a sentence with the negated sentencefinal modal dâj, a verbal auxiliary which forces its complement to be fronted.
3 In (26b) the verb is negated below the auxiliary. As clausal negation is only available when the highest auxiliary, here dâj, is negated, this example must be interpreted with constituent negation on the verb. This position for negation must be interpreted under the scope of the floated quantifier. In (26c), the situation is reversed: the FQ is fronted along with the VP, and there it must scope below clausal negation on the auxiliary. This is predicted by the lower position of the FQ relative to negation before movement. Interestingly, (26b-26c) also indicate that the FQ can attach to distinct positions when multiple auxiliaries are present -a well-known property of Q-float in English and French (Sportiche 1988) . Further evidence for this conclusion comes from the fact that when the subject quantifier is floated to a position after the negated modal in (26d), it again has ambiguous scope relative to negation, perhaps due to multiple positions for the FQ.
So, we can conclude, while the position of both negation and the FQ are variable, both attaching to verbs and their auxiliaries, the relative scope of these elements is directly read off their surface position. This was also true for quantifiers in subject and object position in Thai, which we saw scope rigidly relative to negation 3 Note that this modal is homophonous to the 'past' form dâj in (), both grammaticalized from a homophonous verb meaning 'get,' which develops to a wide range of related meanings in Southeast Asia (Enfield 2003). as well. The fact that Thai Q-float has rigid scope means that it is like all other attested cases of Q-float, which have been shown to create scopally rigid structures (Williams 1982, Dowty and Brodie 1984) .
3.
Quantifier Float as Quantifier Raising This section lays out the connection between Q-float in Thai and the semantic operation of Quantifier Raising (QR) (May 1985) . Postulating syntactic movement of quantifiers (QR) accounts for a number of problems in the syntax-semantics interface, among them scopal ambiguity of sentences with multiple scope-bearing elements in English, problems in ellipsis related to Antecedent-Contained Deletion, and the mismatch between the type required by a verb of its object (type e) and the type of generalized quantifiers (type et, t ) (e.g. Heim and Kratzer 1998, ch. 7) .
While the traditional analysis of May (1985) analyzed QR as A-bar adjunction to S (=TP), this view was problematic because QR turns out to be "roughly clause-bound" (Reinhart 1997) , while other forms of A-bar movement can apply across clauses. In response to this discrepancy, more recent analyses of QR view it as targeting the middle of the clause (Hornstein 1995 , Beghelli and Stowell 1997 , Johnson and Tomioka 1997 , Fox and Nissenbaum 1999 , Fox 2000 . For subjects, this means reconstructing to their base position in vP. For objects, this means scrambling to a position past the trace of the subject: If we maintain a uniform interpretation for object quantifiers, the object-QR option in (27) is obligatory. On the other hand, whether the subject quantifier is reconstructed depends on the desired scopal interpretation of the subject.
We can translate this perspective on QR directly to the facts about Thai Q-float and scope established in the previous section. If we view the surface position of FQs as transparently reflecting the application of QR, the position of FQs adjoined to vP, and their rigid scope, follows directly: (28) In addition to accounting for the scopal effects of Q-float, positing movement also accounts for the locality restrictions Q-float, as [Spec, vP] is an A-position, restricted to nominal arguments of the verb. In addition, by equating Q-float with QR, we can explain why it is such a general process in Thai, as all quantifiers must take scope.
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There are two gaping holes in the Q-float as QR analysis, though. First, while specifiers (e.g. subjects and topics) generally occur on the left in Thai, FQs occur on the right, contra the predictions of the 'reconstruction' analysis. While the QR analysis predicts that the nominal restriction of the FQ should occur with the FQ, it is instead occurring in its case position adjacent to the verb. In the following section, I argue that the explanation for both of these problems comes from the fact that QFs are pragmatically marked, as they always represent new, or focused, information.
4.
Quantifier Float and Focus It is well-known that whether information is discourse-new predicts the occurrence of phenomena such as English inversion (Birner 1994) . Thai Q-float is analogous to inversion in the sense that it involves the rightward dislocation of new information. Q-float has been associated with focus in Japanese (Takami 2001 , cited in Nakanishi 2008 , as well as Burmese and Thai (Simpson 2011) . In this section, I will expand on Simpson's evidence that Q-float in Thai is associated with focus on the quantifier. The notion of focus I am relying on here is what Kiss (1998) calls information focus, which is simply the discourse-new information provided by an utterance.
The first way of seeing that Q-float is associated with new information on the quantifier is in presentational contexts, where the existence of the relevant group or individual is being asserted (Simpson 2011, ex. 65 It is important to note that these are necessarily existential, hence quantificational uses of indefinites. A sentence like (29) can be used in a context where we already know that children came to the party; only the quantifier is discourse new. 4 The locality conditions on QR are different from the locality conditions on Q-float: QR allows possessors and objects of prepositions to take inverse scope, for example, a fact which May (1985) attributes to the possibility of adjunction to the XP containing the quantifier, allowing it to c-command out. I will return to this issue below Quantity questions also provide evidence that Q-float is associated with new information on the quantifier. As predicted, quantity questions and their answers are preferentially floated: The quantifier can stand alone as the answer to the question above, licensing ellipsis of the rest of the sentence.
Another context where an FQ licenses ellipsis is in fragment answers to polar questions, which in Thai must be verbal elements, either verbs or a certain subclass of adjectives and adverbs, including temporal adverbs (Noss 1964, pp. 120-121 In these two examples, the positive response to the polar question contains the new information which is affirmed by the positive response. That is to say, the questions in (31) and (32) can both be asked in a context where we already know that Nit eats western food. Thus, these question-answer pairs serve as a probe for how new information is expressed.
Turning to Q-float, FQs can also be the answer to a polar question, as expected: (33) 
thúk-khon sÒOp tòk
We concluded above that the positive answer to a polar question contains the content of the positive response. The fact that FQs are floated when the serve this function provides clear evidence that the floated position of the quantifier which is associated with new information.
To summarize, existential constructions, quantity questions, and polar questions all show that floated quantifiers are associated with information focus. Additional evidence could be produced, for example, from VP-ellipsis in Thai, which can strand FQs, or from texts, but I take these diagnostics to provide sufficiently strong evidence that FQs represent new information in the discourse. In the following section I lay out a proposal for how this fact might explain the two outstanding problems with the QR-based analysis of Q-float in the previous section.
5.
A Constraint-based Analysis of Quantifier Float Q-float structures feature a mismatch between their syntax and semantics in that the nominal host of the FQ is the restriction of the quantifier. This means that the quantifier is expected to compose with the noun before it composes with the verb to which it attaches. The choice to analyze Q-float as QR represents one of two possible solutions of this mismatch, as the QR analysis takes the surface position of the FQ to be the position where both the quantifier and its nominal host are interpreted. Evidence for this choice came from the fact that FQs were always interpreted with their surface scope. The other solution would be to propose that the quantifier was interpreted in the position of their nominal associate, but this analysis cannot account for the scopal effects of Q-float. A third solution would be to claim that floated quantifiers are not quantifiers at all, but, for example, distributive operators on events. This is the main idea behind the analysis of Nakanishi (2007) and other adverbial analyses of Q-Float. While these approaches are an important alternative, I do not believe they are correct for Thai, based in no small part on the fact that the FQ so frequently includes a classifier which is clearly controlled by the nominal host of Q-float.
Thus, the QR analysis takes the noun to be adjacent to the FQ when it is interpreted. In traditional GB analyses, a typical way to analyze this kind of syntaxsemantics mismatch would be to claim that the noun moves to the position of the FQ covertly, at LF. In Minimalism, however, LF is eliminated, and covert movement arises via pronunciation of the lower copy under the copy theory of movement (Bobaljik 2002 , Nunes 2004 . The mechanisms regulating which copy is pronounced are varied; while there is a generally acknowledge preference for pronouncing the highest copy in a chain, some other relevant considerations include logical scope (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2012) and the desire to pronounce heads in positions where their features are checked (Fanselow andĆavar 2002) .
In Jenks (2011) , I proposed that in analytic languages like Thai, which feature rigid SVO word order, case relations are marked by a general preference to pronounce DPs in their case positions are transparent:
(35) ARGUMENT TRANSPARENCY ("ArT') (Jenks 2011) Syntactic relations must be transparently reflected at PF.
While the notion of 'transparently reflected at PF' is still somewhat ill-defined, what is relevant to the analysis of Q-float is that this preference is realized as the requirement that the nominal associate of a floated quantifier be pronounced in its canonical position. This constraint is based on another transparency constraint, defended extensively in Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2012) , which requires transparent mapping between syntax and scopal semantics:
(36) SCOPE TRANSPARENCY ("ScoT") If the order of two elements at LF is A B, then pronounce syntactic objects which transparently reflect that order.
While Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2012) articulate this constraint by requiring isomorphism between scope relations and phonological precedence, Thai FQs can have higher or lower scope than their preceding nominals, despite, I claim, respecting ScoT. Because of this, I state the constraint in terms of pronunciation of the syntactic copy which is interpreted, which is able to capture the rigid scope of FQs. On their own, however, these two constraints are inadequate. Jenks (2011, ch. 6) represents an attempt to capture the attested scope effects in Thai with just these constraints, and reveals a number of undesirable predictions of this approach, such as that the lower copy of object quantifiers, in [Comp, VP] , should be preferentially pronounced when object quantifiers scope under negation.
I believe that Jenks (2011) was missing any way of incorporating the relationship between focus and Q-float outlined in the previous section. I propose that this association between focus and Q-float follows from a third transparency constraint:
(37) FOCUS PROMINENCE (Truckenbrodt 1995) A focused XP is more prosodically prominent than non-focused XP.
What counts as prosodically prominent in Thai? In the focus typology of Büring (2009) , Thai is an Edge Language, where prosodic prominence is associated with the right edge of a prosodic phrase. One piece of evidence for this conclusion is Q-float itself, which we saw occurs at the right edge marking focus. FQs are just one of a larger class of elements that are focused in this position, including sentence final particles and adverbs. The effect of Focus Prominence in Thai is to derive the rightward position of FQs. Thai Q-float is thus analogous to other focusdriven rightward displacement in phenomena for which Focus Prominence has been adopted, such as subject inversion in Italian (Samek-Lodovici 2005) or Heavy NP Shift in English (Williams 2003, pp. 33-38,Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2012) . If all three of these constraints are never violated in Thai, the scope and information structural properties of Thai Q-float fall out. Consider the examples with Q-float. We know that these cases are associated with rigid scope (section 2.3), and that they involve information focus on the quantifier (section 4). Thus, ScoT and Focus Prominence are both respected in Q-float. The role of ArT is to force the nominal associate of the floated quantifier to be pronounced in its case position.
This result can be illustrated with an OT-style tableau, where ArT, ScoT, and Focus Prominence (FoPro) are the constraints and the candidates correspond to the different possibilities for pronouncing the various copies generated by QR or movement to subject. This kind of analysis is illustrated below: There are several aspects of this tableau which require clarification. The input represents the structure in (24b), where the interpretation will be one where negation scopes above the quantifier. The fact that the Q is bole in the input represents the fact that it is new information, thus constrained by FoPro. The crossed out elements in the candidates represent deleted copies of movement. ArT favors pronunciation of the lexical noun in its case position, which rules out the candidate in (38c). ScoT favors pronunciation of the lower (trace) copy of the subject quantifier, ruling out the non-floated variant in (38b). Candidate (38a) is thus optimal, with the caveat that the quantifier be pronounced in a prosodically prominent position, here the right edge of the clausal Intonational Phrase. Thus, Q-float in Thai represents a case of what Fanselow andĆavar (2002) term distributed deletion, though their model of this phenomenon differs from the one I propose above, which more closely resembles the approach of Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2012) . The remaining cases fall similarly into place. One case which was problematic for Jenks (2011) was object-oriented FQs with scope below negation. Under that system, from which FoPro was absent, there was no way of motivating Q-float in such cases. Under the proposal here, these cases are grammatical by virtue of the fact that the Q is focused, hence, Q-float satisfies FoPro.
A few issues deserve further mention before concluding. First, I am not confident that quantifiers cannot be in situ when they are focuses. If they can, Thai Q-float more closely resembles the cases discussed by Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2012) where three of four combinations of scopal (here, FoPro) faithfulness and some syntactic operation are allowed, where the one impossible case is Q-float would be focus on the quantifier. Further work is needed to clarify the facts.
Second, the analysis outlined above has one more consequence, which is that it may provide an explanation for a generalization introduced in Jenks (2011, p. 307) :
Rightward quantifier float (of Q-Clf ) is only possible in classifier languages which allow the QP-internal order N-Q.
The basic idea is that rightward, focus-driven movement is constrained by the cyclic nature of the linearization algorithm according to the following constraint:
(40) CONSISTENCY (Fox and Pesetsky 2005, Ko 2007 ) If a linear order is established within a phase, that linear order must be respected at later phases in the computation.
Thus, rightward Q-float is permitted only when it does not contradict QP-internal word order. This is because QP is a phase, and if the order Q>N is established within a phase, that order must be respected throughout the linearization of the utterance. Thus, rightward movement of the quantifier is only permitted when the quantifier follows the noun internal to the QP.
Conclusion
In this paper I have demonstrated that Q-float in Thai applies generally to quantificational expressions, is subject to locality restrictions, being limited to arguments, and has an adverbial distribution, where the floated quantifier receives a surface-true interpretation. We saw that these basic properties meshed well with recent analyses of QR, which take scope-shifting operations to involve movement or reconstruction to a position around vP.
This part of the analysis was basically identical to the analysis in Jenks (2011), but somewhat embarrassingly, had nothing to say about major properties of Q-float, including why quantifiers are separated from nouns in Q-float and why the floated quantifier appears on the right. To answer these questions, we turned to the observation that Q-float in Thai is associated with contexts where the information carried by the classifier is discourse new (Simpson 2011) . Putting these different pieces together, a constraint-based analysis of Q-float was proposed where three constraints, Scope Transparency, Argument Transparency, and Focus Prominence, conspire to force Q-float in the appropriate discourse contexts. Interestingly, scope shift with negation and quantifiers in Thai is only possible in certain pragmatic context, a fact which support the idea that QR is sensitive to information structure (e.g. Kadmon and Roberts 1986, Erteschik-Shir 1999) .
Despite the success of this analysis, its empirical scope for now is somewhat limited. There are three areas where further work is needed. First, despite the similarities between the locality restrictions on Q-float and QR, they are not identical. QR is more liberal, allowing quantifiers to scope out of the nouns that contain them in limited cases -so called cases of inverse linking (May 1985) -while Q-float does not. One way of explaining this discrepancy might be due to the linearization procedure which I argued is responsible for Q-float; because Q-float is overt, it is more restricted. Second, I have not been able to demonstrate that this analysis can be extended to account for the scopal properties of sentences with multiple quantifiers. The main reason for this is that the scopal judgments of speakers for these examples remain extremely murky, but in most cases, including in-situ subject and object quantifiers, inverse scope is a possibility, contrary to the predictions of ScoT. It thus seems that ScoT can be violated in some limited cases in Thai. Finally, the analysis I argued for here represents a departure from the major analyses of Q-float in many respects. I leave it to future work to determine to what extent my analysis might extend to languages beyond Thai.
